**Geo-fence** offering you complete protection over the transportation of dangerous goods
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**Why TracknStop?**

The issue of vehicle security has become increasingly challenging for fleet managers and owners. The transportation of hazardous or dangerous goods is at high-risk of being used in dangerous or unlawful situations such as attacks on civilians - fleet operators have one thing in common - a corporate responsibility to protect the public as well as users, shareholders and brand value.

Utilizing both sophisticated GPS technology and highly specialized software the TracknStop solution enables vehicle and fleet managers to TRACK, DISABLE and even STOP a moving vehicle. Among it’s many features TracknStop enables vehicle owners to safeguard their fleets and the wider public with its Geo-fence option.

**Geo-fencing with TracknStop:**

With Geo-fence, vehicle owners are given the option of creating customized ‘Geo-fences’ around their vehicle yards, fleet garages, truck-stops or other specific locations (for example tourist areas, busy attractions). These Geo-fences can control access IN or OUT of the selected area.

With our added Geo-STOP, vehicle owners and law-enforcement authorities are capable of creating customized ‘Geo-fences’ around specific locations and should one of their vehicles pass through this Geo-fence, without prior clearance, there is the ability to have the fleet manager enact a controlled stop.

Visit: [www.tracknstop.com/media](http://www.tracknstop.com/media) for more on this key feature.
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**Designed for vehicle transportation of goods such as:**

- Oil, fuel and flammable goods
- Radioactive waste or by-products
- Weapons and explosives
- Chemical and laboratory products

**From the potential threat from:**

- Rogue driver/disgruntled employee
- Joy rider
- Thieves
- Terrorist